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About This Game

Oncoming Death is a round based game like Call of Duty.
The undead will find you.

Believe me find the way out.

-Earned points are required for the purchase of weapons and ammunition.
-Play as many rounds as possible to buy better weapons.

-Parts will help you to escape from the dark land "Circle of Death"
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This is a sheer improvment on the last game.
 It's not nearly as relaxing. (Thats becouse relaxing is around the same as boring)
There is a ton more action, puzzles, and goals.
And you can actually alocate dna where you want it in this one.

You may see the mixed reviews, and people complaining the game is too hard. Thats simply backlash from people complaining
about the last game being too easy so the devs made this one a challenge. (You guys got exactly what you asked for.)

To anyone who does find the game to hard (spike maze parts):

 Switch to a controller (I reccomend the wired afterglow Xbox controllers, most games are pre set for em, so plug n play.)

Remember that your head is your hitbox, not your body. So those people saying they got to big couldnt have (Your head dosnt
grow.

And quit telling other people games are crap and writing bad reviews about becouse they are too 'hard' for you. I beat this whole
game in 1 sitting, its above average difficulty at best, certanly not 'hard'. (Go play any of the "Souls" games if you want a
comparason for what hard is.)

All in all, its a really good game and the best Sparkle game I have seen so far. It will sadly be way underrated do to the above
mentioned 'difficulty issues'.

. I bought the Shogun 2 FOTS total war bundle and it DOES NOT include the base game campaigns or units. I love the base
game shogun 2 but when everyone has guns it is very boring and imo is also poorly implemented, just go for napoleon instead of
FOTS.
Instead of including the base game it is a standalone with the same launcher, so steam thinks you own the original because that is
how it works for every other game known to man- except this one.
Now I have to pay 30$ on top of the 45$ something just for the base game that I actually want to play. Steam marketed Shogun
FOTS very deceptively, I thought i might as well get the FOTS for an extra 10$ so i did it, now im out an extra 45 something
dollars instead. So 45$ just for crappy DLC that I will never play.

Do i recommend shogun 2? Hell yes!!! If you like strategy\/RTS or other Total war games you will love it.
But stay away from FallOfTheSamurai steam deception!

This is the only place I can put my review because steam thinks i own the basegame that they essentially stole from me, but I do
not actually(which is my only gripe)- I think they took down the version that i bought because of how screwed up it was
otherwise this comment would be there.

Link to others with the same problem: https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/34330\/discussions\/0\/34095131949116629\/. DO
NOT BUY THIS UNTIL THEY FIX IT!

Can't recommend this game. I've seen tons of people on discussions complaining about freezes at the same points in the game.
I've attempted uninstalling and reinstalling the game twice and lowering graphics to lowest possible and still nothing. I emailed
support almost a week ago and they still haven't replied to me. Can't get a refund because the game's problem happens 8 hours
in. The story was good until I had these issues come up. My last 2 hours of play were doing the same spot as john over and over
until the game froze again and again.

THERE IS NO CUSTOMER SUPPORT!. interesting concept, good atmospheric levels, good and emotional story. Many of the
gameplay elements are not that good and are in some regards bad. But the concept and awesome areas and intresting story makes
up for it to me.. All i got to say is that if you like old school RPGs, then you'll enjoy this game like no other.. So much
potential... but unplayable.. I love the dlc, but you should check things before releasing it... for example, there is a yellow gem in
the water that we can't get because of a world border in the way. Overall, it's a great new adventure!. I bought this game about a
year ago and had to request a refund the next day after purchasing. I played for just over an hour with no issue. The next day
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when I launched the game, it would only open on my secondary monitor and the mouse will only work if I had it on my primary
monitor. If this is ever fixed, I may give it another try.. This is one of the worst racing games ever! I can't even figure out the
controls! There is an option "control sheme" .... but you cannot select or click on it!!!!! Seriously?! It's offensive to release
something like this and take money for it.
Do NOT BUY! I bet its some kind of bad mobile port and i also bet you can get it on your phone for free.... with lots of ads and
in-app purchases of course.
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Great game and i've had a lot of fun with it :). the new cod killer. The balls roll around and you shoot new balls into the correct
place to match colors. It's fun.. I've been playing this game for like 4 years. It's amazing. Another indie game that gives a lot of
fun. I would normally recommend this, but it has a big problem in that the multiplayer is completely and totally dead.
Apparently the devs have abandoned it too, so it's very unlikely that there will be updates. If you have friends that are interested,
then you might be able to squeeze some fun out of it. Otherwise, can't recommend.. I liked the game but my gosh, the last few
levels are rediculous I could literally feel the wheels in my head turning as I attempted to comprehend how the levels were set up
let alone how to finish them.
when I beat the game I was rather sad that it didn't have more levels

-if you dont like puzzle games this probably isnt the game for you
-if you do like puzzle games this is a great mindbender that will really get you thinking
. As of right now I have had 4 games of SUPERFIGHT. A fun, relaxing, cheap and relatively calm game to play (especially
when bored), SUPERFIGHT brings a unique concept to the field. Who would win? Batman on a unicorn (or a Bat-Corn) with
laser swords or a Japanese Samurai buck naked with a shark on a stick?

My money is on Batman.

Anyway, for those looking for a casual game to play with friends, you have come to the right place. The only thing I would say I
don't like it is the lack of players, but I assume that is because the game is new.

Overall, I would say buy this game or Batman and his Bat-Corn will eat you!. This game is AMAZING!!!

Pros:
Super friendly community
great graphics
season rankings
You don't have to play ranked matches
completely customizable spell loadouts
Diverse character outfits and accessories
new content updates

Cons:
Minor bugs
Since it's new on steam, slighty longer waiting times for a match during certain hours.

I highly reccommend this if you like magic-type vr games.. Amazing high quality artwork that gives an interesting insight of the
development of the game, and of course some never before seen stuff which is definately worth seeing for any TY fans!
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